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Course Syllabus: Writing Experience 
ENG 132 

Spring 2020  
Number of Credits: 3 
Class Meets: Remotely 

Instructor: Ann O'Bryan 
Contact Email: obryanannp@jccmi.edu 

Course Description 
This is an intensive writing course. Analytical and persuasive modes are stressed. Advanced research 
writing strategies are used. Database and primary research methods are emphasized. An end-of-the-
semester portfolio is required. Pre-requisite ENG 131. 

Course Goals 
As a continuation of the writing instruction and practice begun in ENG 131, English 132 emphasizes 
critical thinking, academic research, and forms of writing useful to academic, professional, and personal 
life.  Required units of study include argumentation and analysis Learners should expect to achieve 
proficiency with Modern Language Association (MLA) style and conventions.  Requirements include 
participation in discussions, course activities, and guided peer review.  Standard English grammar and 
structures are requisite skills in this course.   
The course is fully remote and requires participation in assignments, course activities, and guided peer 
review.  Standard English grammar and structures are requisite skills in this course.  

Instructor Role: Designer, Facilitator, and Evaluator  
I am actively engaged in the class, including  responding to individual questions and offering feedback on 
your informal and formal writing. 
The design of the course: video lectures, assignment feedback, and  my written responses to formal papers 
are the ways in which I communicate with students and guide learning. Any time either you or I feel that a 
conference would be helpful, we will establish a meeting time. 

Learner Role: Independent and Collaborative 
Learners should plan to spend at least eighteen [18] hours a week on the course, including assigned 
readings, video lectures, and individualized writing. 
The remote environment of this course allows students to work independently with assigned lectures, 
readings, course materials, and to practice composition strategies. Learners also  
• plan, prepare, study, and  engage phases of the writing process and apply global and local essay

strategies;
• employ critical thinking skills;
• practice research strategies
• write four essays accompanied by a title page and, when sources are used, a Works Cited page

(specific page lengths will be defined in essay assignments);
• apply active reading strategies to assigned course materials -- expect to read ten to fifteen pages per

week;
• engage with the weekly lecture video.

Successful remote learners report that creating and maintaining a regular study schedule, creating study 
partnerships and collaborative relationships with peers, asking questions, and checking in with their 
instructor are helpful to success in remote-learning classes.  

Scheduling individual conferences and maintaining regular communication with the instructor are also 
recommended for success in the course. Do not allow questions to go unanswered! 
The course goals and objectives incorporate specific General Education Outcomes (GEOs) established by 
the JC Board of Trustees, administration, and faculty. These goals are in concert with four-year colleges 
and universities and reflect input from the professional communities we serve. GEOs guarantee students 
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achieve goals necessary for graduation credit, transferability, and professional skills needed in many 
certification programs.  

Course Texts: 
• The Norton Field Guide to Writing, With Readings, 5th Edition
• They Say, I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing. Fourth Edition. Authors: Graff and

Birkenstein. Publisher: W.W. Norton & Co.

Course Structure 
You will watch pre-recorded weekly lessons. 
The course is presented in six units: 

• Unit 1 ~ Course Introduction
• Unit 2 - Reflective Essay
• Unit 3 ~ Evaluative Essay with Research Strategies
• Unit 4 ~Rhetorical Analysis Essay with Research Strategies (part one of research project)
• Unit 5 ~ Argumentation Essay with Research Strategies (part two of research project)
• Unit 6 ~ Portfolio

Unit Structure 
Each unit begins with assignment instructions and due dates.  Units contain: 
• detailed reading assignments, written assignments, quizzes, due dates, supplemental materials,

templates, PowerPoint lectures, and grading criteria  to help you gauge the quality of your feedback 
and understand course expectations.  

Course Policies 

Withdraw: After the add/drop period, a student may withdraw from a course in accordance with the dates 
published in e-services. 
Instructor Withdrawal of Student. Per college policy, instructors are required to remove students who 
are not active in the course for a period that equates with approximately five contact hours. In a remote 
class, this is approximately 1 ½ weeks of assignments. When a learner is removed from the course, 
reinstatement is not likely but may be possible after discussion with the instructor. 
Incomplete Policy: In accordance with JCC policy, an Incomplete or “I” grade is only issued to students 
who have demonstrated good standing in the class and have a passing grade at the time of an extenuating 
circumstance that precludes completion of the class. Documentation validating the circumstance may be 
required. 
Academic Honesty Policy  JC has an academic honesty policy, which will be adhered to in this class. In 
essence, the policy requires that all work must be done by the student whose name it bears.   
Plagiarism, the submission of someone else's writing, whether purchased, borrowed, directly copied, or 
paraphrased, may result in a failing grade and can be grounds for removal from class.  
Self-plagiarism, otherwise known as recycling a paper or work from another course is also punishable with 
a failing grade. Students must submit valid evidence of writing process for each assigned formal essay. 
Cases of plagiarism are dealt with by the instructor on an individual basis; the instructor will make 
decisions regarding the student's ability to correct the problem. All cases of plagiarism are reported to the 
Office of the Academic Dean. 

Grading & Major Assignments 

Your final grade reflects your participation, performance, and growth in the class as evidenced by the 
strengthening and extension of your writing and communication skills, preparation and timeliness regarding 
assignments and activities, and a marked level of responsibility and concern for positive personal and 
collective learning experiences. I award percentage grades (0-100) for each activity and assignment in the 
course. Those numbers are averaged and weighted according to the following assessment plan: 
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• Unit Assignments 20%
o 20% for completing unit assignments; always denoted as Unit __: Assignment ___ in each

unit.
• Quizzes 5%
• Unit Essays ~ Process and Product: 40%

o 5% for unit 1
o 10% for unit 2
o 10% for unit 3
o 15% for unit 4

• Portfolio 35%
o 30% for the portfolio
o 5% for the accompanying reflective letter

A note on your grade for each unit essay: This grade is based fifty-percent (50%) on process and fifty-
percent (50%) on your revised and polished draft. 

Each unit assignment provides a rubric for grading, specifying how you will earn points for process and 
product.  Please review the rubrics to ensure that you have completed required elements of process.   

Writers Reflection Assignment Process and Grading 
Process refers to all the preliminary work required to produce the draft you turn in for critique. As Ernest 
Hemingway said, “writing is rewriting.” I would add that writing is sometimes messy. Even before we 
begin to revise a complete draft, we are collecting, assessing, sorting, outlining, rejecting, banging (head 
against a wall?), and shaping our first draft. I am deeply interested in the evidence of your writing process. 
Your early thinking, rejected ideas, practice leads, outlines, and drafts are vital to our conversations about 
writing. 

To show evidence  of process, participate in all of the unit assignments. You are graded for your 
reflections and completing the assignments, according to the instructions provided.  

Save all of your assigned (and unassigned) work in progress to a flash drive. If you have your work 
saved in more than one place you will be less likely to fall victim to a computer crash. You are 
responsible for providing proof of process if I ask for it, so saving everything is important! 

For each of the formal essays you produce, you will formally reflect on an early draft to help you revise. 
This is an important aspect of the writing process.  Reflections are designed to help you to develop your 
ability to analyze and respond to drafts using the rhetorical devices of composition studies. As you hone 
your ability to reflect, you will develop the ability to critically review your own writing, identifying your 
strengths as a writer as well as places where you need to develop skills. Toward these goals, I have 
created Writers Reflections Guidelines which you need to use to guide your reflections. Reflections are 
graded and are considered part of your process.  

As your instructor, I offer feedback after assignments are returned to me. However, I do not offer feedback 
in between due dates. If you would like feedback between due dates, don’t hesitate to reach out.  

Submitting Polished Drafts and Metacognitive Reflections 
Clearly title your documents and submit them by the due date.  Papers submitted without engaging the unit 
assignments and evidencing process will not receive a passing grade, nor do they qualify for submission for 
portfolio assessment.  All papers going into the portfolio must go through the writing and revising process. 

Revising for Reassessment 
Once you receive a grade for you writing, you have the option to revise and resubmit for an upgrade. You 
may continue to revise up to the submission of the portfolio. Please inform me if you intend to revise a 
paper for reassessment. 

All essays should continue to be revised and polished for the portfolio. 
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The Final Course Grade:  
The mid-term and final grades are translated into a 4.0 scale with 4.0 being excellent. You must achieve a 
2.0 in this class to pass. Less than a 2.0 will not transfer for credit or serve as a prerequisite for another 
course. 
Percentage Numerical/Letter Grade Equivalency 
• 92 – 100% = 4.0 (A)
• 86-91% = 3.5 (B+)
• 80-85% = 3.0 (B)
• 75-79% = 2.5 (C+)
• 70-74% = 2.0 (C)
• 65-69% = 1.5 (D+)
• 60-64% = 1.0 (D)
• Below 60%= 0.0 (E)

Other Success-Driven Information: 
You are here to learn. Specifically, you are here to study academic composition skills and strategies, which 
means engagement and study in the field of composition studies.  You will build on writing and research 
skills you have developed before (bring them forward!), but do not plan to rely on them to pass the 
class. You must study, develop, and apply new strategies and skills in order to succeed in this course. You 
will find specific learning objectives listed in the syllabus and in each unit. 

Your first calendar item begins today. Please take an hour or so to browse the course materials and 
complete the following course business. 
1. Review course materials.
2. Participate in a brief scavenger hunt (Unit 1: Quiz). The scavenger hunt is designed to help you orient

to course structures and materials. You earn points for completing it and returning it to me for review.
3. Locate the Unit 1: Assignment One "Introduction" and write your introduction .
4. Locate the Unit 1: Assignment Two "They Say, I Say," write an essay response to the assigned

reading.
5. Locate the Unit 1: Assignment Three "Instructor Expectations" and write your statement verifying that

you have read and understand the syllabus.

Calendar of Readings and Assignments 

July 6, 2020 - August 22, 2020 

This Calendar is Subject to Revision. You will be notified of any revisions to the calendar immediately. 

• Course Packet contains assignments, due dates, instructor lectures, supplemental readings,
process templates, and PowerPoint lectures. Unit quizzes refer to assigned readings.

• Unit Assignments require written responses to each of the prompts. They include responding to
readings from the textbook as well as supplemental readings provided in this packet and activities
to assist you in writing and revising your essays.

• Essay Assignments include your revised essays and required process. They are all focused on the
topic of “community.” Whichever community you choose in the second unit will remain the
community you must use for the remainder of the course.

• Weekly Lecture Videos include: discussion of relevant topics, prompts for activities to be
completed at that time, and assignments to be completed during that week.

• Quizzes occur in each unit to test your comprehension of relevant topics.




